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Coming Events:
Monthly Meeting is held on the 4th Wednesday of the month at
Randazzo’s Family Restaurant, 4462 Wabash Street at 6:30 pm
for dinner (meeting begins about 7:15 pm).

June 9: Trip to Barataria and lunch at Des Families Restaurant.
Meet at 10 am by Academy Sports. Check
www.nolamodelas.com for details of coming events.
July 20: Meet for lunch at Lakefront Airport Walnut Room.

Open House & Crawfish
Dianne & Carl Hunter have moved into their new home! On Saturday
they had the club over for a crawfish party and we got to see inside
and enjoy a great day together. John Troendle furnished many tables
and chairs for the outside party. Attending were John Troendle &
Maddie, John Maiorana, Carolyn, Toni & Ray Schaub, Angelo Ricca,
Paulo Cassanova, Ruby Dayberry, Adele Foles, Barbara & Hall
Townsend, Ken Falanga, Geoff Goodbee, Dianne & Carl Hunter, Marie
& Anthony Nicolich, Lynn Welsh, Vic Cavallo & Jay, Mickey King, and
some I have left out! Many thanks to everyone who helped set things
up and to Dianne and Carl for having us.

ANNUAL TRIP TO LAPLACE TO VISIT
BOBBIE & VIC ZAIDAIN

The club met at M.A. Green Shopping Center with three Model As,
Paulo Cassanova and son Paulo drove their truck, Angelo Ricca had
his Fordor leatherback and Ray & Toni in their limo. Brad Persons’ car
did not make the trip due to a leaking radiator. The caravan made a
wrong turn on the way but was directed to the destination and all
arrived. I (Ken Falanga) rode with Angelo, Steve Willy showed up
along with Barbara & Hall Townsend and Vic Cavallo.

Vic & Bobbie Zaidain, our hosts, were there and laid out a spread of
food that was enough for multiples of our group. Bobbie’s potato
salad alone was worth the trip! I forgot my folding chairs, but the
hosts had set up a long table and had plenty of chairs. It reminded
one of Michelangelo’s “Last Supper” so I was careful to sit in the
middle knowing the ultimate fate of the fellow depicted in the center of
the painting.
The club gorged themselves to the limit. Some of the guys played
horseshoes. I am not aware of the final score or even the rules but no
one scored a ringer on the antenna of a car parked at the end of the
field although as an onlooker it appeared many tries were attempted
at this feat.
It was a fine day and well spent with our boon companions. To my
knowledge, nobody broke down! Many thanks to our hosts for a great
outing. Looking forward to the one coming in 2020.

(My thanks to Ken and Paulo III for this story and photos!)
Paulo’s pickup next page and Vic, Ken & Angelo check things
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